
Bom in the
wake of the ISA
Dec 10 marked the 61st anniversary of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights It also marked the 20th anniversary of local human
rights organisation Suaram which has strived hard over the last
two decades to promote the rights enshrined in the UN Charter
HARIATI AZIZAN

THE experience brought
together different people from
diverse backgrounds who

would otherwise might never have
met recalls social activist and edu
cationist Dr Kua Kia Soong with a
wry smile

Inside it was convenient to hold
meetings and we got the opportuni
ty to get to know each other and
form a strong bond he quips
Parti Sosialis Malaysia president

and Kota Damansara assemblyman
Dr Nasir Hashim concurs

Most of us didn t know each
other before that but our camarade
rie remains strong until today Our
families are now close and we have
even gone on holidays together
It is difficult to believe that the

two are talking about their time in
the Kamunting Detention Centre
Along with 104 others including
community leaders politicians
labour unionists and religious heads
they were arrested and detained
under the Internal Security Act ISA
in Ops Lafangin October 1987

According to the White Paper
mounting political and racial ten
sions sparked the police operation
which cracked down on various
groups and individuals who had
allegedly played up sensitive
issues that could create a racial
conflict
Although most were released

soon after some 40 detainees
including Dr Kua and Dr Nasir were
held for another two years
This rallied relatives friends and

other concerned individuals togeth
er to form a support group for the
detainees families as well as fight
for their release says Dr Kua
When they were finally released

in 1989 several of the Ops Lalang
detainees decided to formalise the
support group into a human rights

organisation called Suara Rakyat
Malaysia or Voice of the Malaysian
People Suaram

Although its initial objective was
to campaign for the abolition of the
ISA before long Suaram became
involved in various other civil and
political rights struggles in the coun
try

At that time there were various
environmental issues like the Bakun
Dam Then marginalised communi
ties such as the urban poor estate
workers and native groups in Sabah

and Sarawak started to fight for
their rights We were stretched as
we didn t have enough resources or
manpower but we felt that it was
important for us to join in the cam
paigns and make a stand shares
founding member Dr Kua who is
also currently Suaram s director
Two decades on these issues have

become a few of Suaram s key cam
paigns which include police reform
freedom of expression as well as
refugees rights
Both Dr Kua and Dr Nasir who is

also a founding member of Suaram
agree that the human rights organi
sation is the best thing to come out
of that dark moment in their lives
In the early 1980s before Ops

talcing human rights awareness was
just taking root in the country Dr
Kua remembers

Mainly it was due to the wave of
students returning from overseas
who had been exposed to human
rights at university and were eager
to promote it in our society

In many ways he adds the gov
ernment crackdown made most of
them more determined to fight for
their causes These included public
intellectual Dr Chandra Muzzafar
women s rights activist Irene Xavier
and former HIV AIDS organisation

Pink Triangle executive director
Julian Jayaseelan

Dr Nasir agrees saying It has
been a gradual process but we are
proud to see that after 20 years
Suaram is now one of the leading
human rights centres in Malaysia
From only one full time coordina

tor he highlights Suaram has
expanded into a bigger operation In
the last few years it has branched
out with two regional offices in
Penang andjohor Baru
And while they do not agree with

some of the proposed reviews Dr
Kua shares that they laud the Gover
nment s pledge to review the ISA

It is an indication that there has
been some achievement Although
the ISA has been in existence since
before Merdeka there was no con
certed campaign against the law
before Suaram s anti ISA campaign

We actually almost saw the end
of the ISA on the eve of 911 when
we got something like 76 NCOS
signing the memorandum to repeal
it But then many countries in the
world enacted preventive laws like
the ISA to fight terrorism

And considering that similar pre
ventive laws still exist in most coun
tries 1 dare say that this promised
review of ISA is a small progress Dr
Kua opines
Another success he points out

is how Suaram has gained a reputa
tion as a refuge when there is a
human rights crisis in the country

When people get into trouble
with the authorities they look for
Suaram During the Reformasi
Suaram was stretched because of
the high number of people who
sought its help he adds with a
laugh
In the past two decades Suaram

has also played a vital role in various
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human rights campaigns and con
sultations in the country from the
Malaysian Charter on Human Rights
in 1994 the People s Tribunal
against Police Brutality the Peoples
Democratic Front Gagasan

Demokrasi Rakyat in 1998 to the
regional meetings on Asean Human
Rights mechanism and Asean
Charter last year
Kua nevertheless believes that

Suaram s main achievement is its
annual Malaysian Human Rights
Report
Since 1996 Suaram has been

monitoring and documenting all the
violations of civil and political rights
in the country In 1998 the first full
report was published Today the
Suaram publications are the most
comprehensive detailed and non
partisan human rights report cards
on Malaysia

This is remarkable considering
we are a non governmental organi
sation employing just a handful of
young activists and operating on a
shoestring budget says Dr Kua
He concedes that Suaram is fortu

nate to have young people continu
ously knocking on its doors

Through the years we have
made it a policy to train young
activists to become human rights
defenders he says
True the Suaram alumni include

former secretariat member Premesh
Chandran who went on to co found
online newspaper MalaysiaKini
former staff Elizabeth Wong who is
now a Selangor state assemblyman
and executive councillor and former
executive director Cynthia Gabriel
who currently heads regional net
work CARAM Asia which deals in
social and economic issues
Echoing Dr Kua Dr Nasir says he

is happy that Suaram has continual
ly attracted young people

Human rights work is not glam
orous not like party politics It
demands a huge commitment but
over the years we continue to get
young people who are passionate
and committed to the cause This is
what has sustained Suaram these 20
years he shares
Also crucial Dr Nasir feels is the

role Suaram has played in raising
awareness on human rights in
Malaysia

Of course the concept may still

be too abstract for some but when
you put if in terms of rights to hous
ing or protection from abuse of
power many can understand their
rights No one wants to be evicted
from their homes or detained with
out trial or beaten to death And we
are not just talking about individual
rights We are also talking about
community rights he notes
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